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Abstract—A fuzzy rough set theory based gait decision sys-
tem is presented for diagnosis of fall risk. Distracted walking
is investigated. Gait cycles of thirty young participants were
monitored while they walked across a walkway at a self-
selected pace and also while being distracted by performing a
task alongside walking. Results shows distracted walking being
similar to impaired walking of an elderly person. The aim is
to adopt instance selection methods to eliminate redundant or
noisy sample from training data thus preventing the system from
detecting erroneous gait patterns or deviations. Decision systems
have great potential in medical informatics to serve as diagnostic
tools. Results show that instance selection improves the efficacy
of various classifiers in detecting distracted gait. The model is
capable of assessing gait based on the easily obtainable features
and categorizing them in terms of fall risk. This will help to
identify individuals at risk in fall prevention management.

I. INTRODUCTION

Falls are a common cause for injury and account for over
one million emergency room cases each year across the globe.
The medical cost of falls is estimated at 70 billion dollars each
year. The lasting effects of a fall are wide ranging, and includes
personal, social and economic effects [16]. Falls occur in all
population groups but older adults are a group more prone
to falling due to a combination of factors. With the boom
in the aging population, falls is becoming more threatening
than ever. Apart from the aging community, another emerging
cause of falls is ’Distracted walking’. This has seen a rapid
increase in recent years with the use of mobile technology,
such as smart phone, while on the move in public areas such as
roads; having divided attention most of the time. The National
Safety Council has now officially stated ’distracted walking’
as a separate category in its injury report.

Walking is a key measure of a person’s mobility. Walking
may seem autonomous but is not a completely automated
task. It requires cognitive, executive and motor abilities [22].
Coordinating multiple tasks such as using a mobile device
while walking down a busy public street requires the brain
to continuously allocate and re-allocate the required attention
to each task at hand. With constant shuffling between the
primary and secondary task, the selective attention allocation
meets irrelevant distractors, leading to deterioration of control

transfer [5]. Not much data on cognitive processes during
walking is available, due to the difficulty to assess neuronal
activity [6]. Studies have shed light on distracted driving [18]
but distracted walking is yet to be well explored.

The causes of falls can be intrinsic dealing with one’s indi-
vidual body or extrinsic as in one’s environment. Surroundings
and physical wellness of a person determine the risk of falling.
Fall risk increases as the number of factors accumulates. Fall
risk factors can arise from lack of fitness, attention or some
medical condition. A fall can be an indicator of weakness in
lower extremity, strain in balance, poor gait, improper vision
or cognitive load. Identifying and analyzing risk factors are
part of a fall prevention management. Fall prevention can be
approached strategically by first identifying people at high risk
of falling and then following it up by pinpointing individual
factors via detailed assessment. The identified risk factors can
then be intervened and managed to reduce the fall risk.

Gait patterns are indicator of fall risks. Human gait patterns
was analyzed by [19] but only limited to three subjects
whereas [10] evaluated gait for hemaphlic conditions. Logistic
regression was used by [14] to predict fall risk in the geriatric
patients while Hidden Markov model was used in [13] for
gait analysis. A recent study [11] looks at the changes in gait
pattern during distraction but the tasks involved are challenge
completion tasks. This paper presents work on the distortion
produced in the gait, resulting from reduced attention while
casually walking. The primary spatial and temporal features
are extracted and used in decision making system for fall risk
arising from distraction. Set theory with fuzzy rough concept is
employed with instance selection to reduce irrelevant samples
from training. In particular, instance selection uses the spread
measure rather than the range to incorporate the inconstancy
of gait.

II. DISTRACTED GAIT ANALYSIS

Gait analysis forms a crucial part in any fall risk assessment.
Gait is the term used to describe the way one walks or moves.
Being bipedal is a marked trait of human [20]. Walking and
running are characterized by different gait. Here, we recap the
gait cycle and it phases during walking as seen in Fig.1.



Fig. 1: Gait cycle and its phases during walking

A. Gait Recap

Walking is a continuous sequence of steps. Each step pro-
pels the entire body in the direction of motion. Two continuous
steps is representative of a stride and is refereed to as a gait
cycle. The pattern of gait is repetitive and cyclic in nature [12].
It begins when a foot touches the ground and continues till the
same foot comes in contact to the ground again. A complete
gait cycle can be split in two phases: stance phase and swing
phase. Stance phase is seen to last for approximately 60% of
the gait cycle and the remaining 40% makes up the swing
phase. Stance phase begins with the heel strike of a limb and
ends with its toe off movement whereas swing phase outsets
with the toe off of the limb and terminates at the heel strike.

The heel making initial contact with the ground is termed
as heel strike and is the beginning of stance phase. This is
followed by foot flat where the foot is entirely flat on the
ground plane ready to take on the load of the entire body.
Heel rise follows where the heel leaves the ground, shifting the
body weight to the other limb. The stance phase ends with toe
off movement where the toe leaves the ground propelling the
body forward and entering the swing phase. Double support
is the time when both the limbs are in contact to the ground
and the body transits from stance to swing phase.

B. Data Collection

For the data collection, thirty young healthy participants
were recruited and consent sought to record their gait while
walking under two different conditions. The data was collected
with a video-based motion capture system. Reflective markers
were attached to the person’s body to assist the motion cameras
to gather the lower limb movements. The areas of interest were
the heel, toe, knee and hip. All participants were familiar with
technology and had ample experience of using smart devices
in everyday life. In a controlled environment with the motion
capture system, each participant walked across a walkway.

Each subject’s gait was recorded as he/she walked to and
fro across the walkway at their regular pace. Soon after, each
participant was sent a set of questions via electronic mail. They
had to respond back using their smartphones, while continuing

to walk. They were free to search the internet for the answers.
No restrictions were in place except one and that is to be in
locomotion. The subject had to walk across the walkway while
responding back as standing still was not allowed. The motion
capture system was used to record this walk as well. Every
participant rated their comfort of smart device usage while
walking on a scale of 1 to 10.

C. Distortion Caused

Distraction means any cognitive task not relevant to walk-
ing. A cognitive task interferes with attention allocation regime
as it has high requirements for information processing [9]. The
person needs to compensate for the simultaneous execution
of secondary tasks. A controlled environment with sufficient
measures do not reveal the extent of risk. Risk of falling is
expected to be more pronounced in real environment.

The discrepancies in gait of individuals arising due to
distraction was seen to be worrisome. Geriatrics found some
of the distracted walking data very similar to that of an elderly
with impaired walking. In the typical scenario of today’s
world where usage of smartdevices while walking is habitual
[3], distraction among commuters is on the rise. Safety is
compromised and even gait is impaired.

The reflective markers used in data collection provided the
position of the joints over time. Gradient descent method was
used to detect steps. The gait obtained from the participants
casual walk is referred here as ’Normal Gait’ or NG. The
recording of the walk while responding back gives the ’Dis-
tracted Gait’ or DG. Over 1300 gait cycles were analyzed.
The avg. timeframe for gait in NG was clocked as 1.07 sec
and 1.27 sec for DG. The gait cycle was seen to be divided
into 63% stance phase and 37% in both cases but the time
constituting the phases differed. Stance phase was observed to
last for 0.67 sec and 0.80 sec for NG and DG respectively.

Swing phase lasted for 0.40 sec in case of NG and 0.47
sec for DG. It is interesting to note that 65% of the prolonged
time of 20 sec for DG is spent in stance phase trying to find
the body stability. Fig.2 shows the positional movements of
the heel, knee and toe. Clearance of both heel and toe is seen
to fall by 2 cm making the foot transit closer to the ground



Fig. 2: Positional movement of the joints

surface. A shrinkage effect on the knee’s vertical motion is
seen along with the curb in its angular motion.

Detailed analysis shows that the distortion in gait produced
by distraction has a negative impact of gait. The person be-
comes more vulnerable to falls. Variability in gait parameters
are indicative of risk falls. Capturing subtle variations in it is
a key indicator of health risk and safety. Here, we use fuzzy
rough concept to design a decision system to factor in the
discrepancies in gait arising due to distraction.

III. FUZZY ROUGH INSTANCE SELECTION

A. Set Theory Preliminary

Set theory is the foundation of mathematics. The notion
is a core binary relationship between an element and a set.
If the element belongs to a set, a membership relation of 1
is established, otherwise 0. Fuzzy set theory and rough set
theory are variations of set theory using the classical logic but
a non-binary membership relation.

1) Fuzzy Set Theory: Lofti Zadeh introduced fuzziness in
set theory [23] dealing with concept of vagueness. In this
approach, an element has a degree of belongingness to a set
in particular, d (0 ≤ d ≤ 1) . The values range from 0 to
1 instead of just being 0 or 1. When X is a set and y is an
element, the fuzzy membership function is represented as:

µX(y) ∈< 0, 1 >
The membership of the elements upon union and intersec-

tion of two sets is evaluated by its membership to constituent
sets and has the following properties:

µX∪Y (y) = max(µX(y), µY (y))

µX∩Y (y) = min(µX(y), µY (y))

2) Rough Set Theory: Rough sets was introduced by
Pawlak, providing the concept of indiscernibility [15]. In this
approach, the impreciseness of the data is represented with the
help of boundary regions, lower and upper approximations. In
an information system (I, A) where I and A is a set of objects
and attributes, for each subset Z of A, the indiscernibility
relation is defined by using an equivalence relation, RZ .

The lower approximation of J ⊆ I w.r.t RZ is given by

RZ ↓J = i ∈ I | [i]RZ ⊆ J

and the upper approximation of J ⊆ I w.r.t RZ is given by

RZ ↑J = i ∈ I | [i]RZ ∩ J 6= ∅

The boundary region of J is: RZ ↑ J −RZ ↓ J
Lower approximation contains objects that has strong mem-

bership values and guarantees to meet the concept, while upper
approximation has objects with weak membership which have
a probability of belonging to the concept.

3) Fuzzy Rough Set Theory: Fuzzy and rough set theory
were merged and bought to limelight by Dubois and Prade
[4]. This hybridization lead to a fuzzified boundary regions,
modeling imperfect knowledge. The concept of generalized
fuzzy rough sets are as follows:

If U is an universal set with a fuzzy relation R and F(U) a
fuzzy power set of the universal set U, then (R ↑ X,R ↓ X)
represents a fuzzy rough set on U such that for every x ∈ U

(R↓X)(x) = ∧y∈U ((1−R(x, y)) ∨X(y) (1)

(R↑X)(x) = ∨y∈U (R(x, y) ∧X(y)) (2)

In a classic example of age where classes are defined by age
range[10-20],[20-30],.. a person celebrating his /her twenty-
first birthday will not be considered in the [10-20] class, even
though a little reduction will grant him /her full sanction to
the class. This is taken care by the fuzzy relation R, which
allows progressive transition amidst classes rather than crisp,
inline with intuitive thinking.

B. Instance Selection

With the amount of data increasing day by day, the time
taken to process them to extract relevant information is also
increasing along with the cost. Being able to shed out the
irrelevant data and retain the information is of central im-
portance in the field of practical applications. This can be
achieved by doing data reduction, commonly accomplished
by dimensionality reduction or feature selection [17]. Popular
dimensionality reduction techniques like principal component
analysis [1] combines the features based on correlation, and
produces a compact representation of them. Linear depen-
dencies among attributes are captured and attribute space
compressed. Feature selection downsizes the data column-wise
eliminating unwanted or redundant features.

Another data reduction method is instance selection [7],
which is row-wise. This is particularly useful in handling noisy
values, superfluous instances in the data. It is an effective way
of reducing training samples in supervised learning while still
having the essential information. This decreases the time for
learning process and also prevents the system from concluding
any spurious patterns in the data. Reduction of data not
only helps in improved visualization but also brings out a
better understandable model. The aim here is to remove noisy,
inconsistent instances in the training set. We adopt fuzzy rough
set theory [2] to achieve the purpose as it can deal with both
vagueness and indiscernibility of the data. Also unlike rough
sets, fuzzy rough sets do not need discretization of data.



C. Method

Given an information system (U,A), in the form of decision
table, for any B ⊆ A, an equivalence relation RB is given by

RB(x, y) = {(x, y) ∈ U2 | ∀a ∈ B, a(x) = a(y) (3)

The relation R is then transformed to a fuzzy τ -equivalence
relation by satisfying the conditions as in equations 4-6,

∀x ∈ U,R(x, x) = 1 (4)

∀x, y ∈ U,R(x, y) = R(y, x) (5)

∀x, y, z ∈ U, τ(R(x, y), R(y, z)) ≤ R(x, z) (6)

The indiscernibility model [8] is next attained for expressing
the approximate equality between objects x and y on a
quantitative attribute ’a’ with range l(a) in the training set by

Rαa (x, y) = max(0, 1− α |a(x)− a(y)|
l(a)

) (7)

where α parameter determines the granularity of Rαa .

The fuzzy B-lower approximation of the information
system is characterized by

(RB ↓ A)(y) = infx∈Uτ(RB(x, y), A(x)) (8)

and the union of it for all classes will make the positive region.
The fuzzy B-positive region for the decisive attribute ’d’ ,

y in X is defined as

POSα,XB (y) = (RαB ↓X Rαd y)(y) (9)

Algorithm: Given the input I(X,α, τ) for fuzzy rough
instance selection the output expected is Z.
where, X is a training set, n instances;

α is the parameter of granularity;
τ is the threshold for selection;
Z is a reduced set, m instances

Step 1: Y ← ∅
Step 2: For each x ∈ X

if POXα,X
B (x) < τ

then Y ← Y ∪ (x)

Step 3: Z ← X \ Y

The reduced training set is such that Z ⊂ X , m ≤ n.

D. Similarity Measure

Similarity measure is used to estimate how similar two
objects are. There is no single definition that defines similarity.
Generally distance metrics are used for evaluation of similarity.
Unlike [8], the approximate equality in this paper makes uses
of equation 10 for its indiscernibility model.

max(min(
a(y)− (a(x)− σ(a))
a(x)− (a(x)− σ(a))

,
(a(x) + σ(a))− a(y)
(a(x) + σ(a))− a(x)

), 0)

(10)

The spread measure, σ used here is much more suited to
handle the variability in gait. The input for instance selection
is in the form of decision table consisting of conditional and
decision attributes. Here we have five conditional attributes
which are the extracted gait features and one decision attribute
which is the type of gait.

IV. DECISION SYSTEM FOR GAIT

In the realm of artificial intelligence where machines are
to become an integral part of the real world, binary logic
crumbles. Intelligent machines need to decide on the basis of
its environment and input, where a high degree of uncertainty
exists. We propose a decision system for distracted gait
detection. The system decides whether the gait of an individual
is normal or distracted. The framework of the decision system
based on fuzzy rough dealing with gait is shown in Fig.3.

A. Data

Gait cycles of an individual were averaged using time series
model and 326 different gaits were considered. This captured
the intra-variability for an individual. A person’s gait is cyclic
in nature. But while walking, the components of various gait
cycles of an individual is not exactly the same. Possibly, if
one’s gait cycle is same every time he /she steps, one is
a robot. The selected gaits were classified as distracted gait
(DG) or normal gait (NG). The candidates comfort factor
with the usage of smart devices while walking was also taken
into consideration. The gaits with low comfort factor where
eliminated leaving us with 292 samples.

B. Gait Feature Extraction

The objective is to learn and identity irregular gait from the
given feature space. Only standard temporal-spatial features
were considered. For each gait, five features created our feature
vector space. These include step length, left stride length, right
stride length, speed and cadence.

1) Step length: The distance covered in the interval of two
consecutive steps. Heel strike is an indicator of step. (in
mm)

2) Left stride length: Stance and swing phase of the left
limb decides the left stride length in terms of distance
traveled. (in mm)

3) Right stride length: Distance covered by the right limb
in two consecutive heel strikes. (in mm)

4) Speed: The rate of movement by the person. It is the
distance traveled per unit of time. (m/s)

5) Cadence: The total number of steps taken in minute.
From the given raw data of motion capture, the above

features were extracted based on step detection using gradient
descent method.

C. Processed Data

Table I gives the statistical parameters of the dataset. Both
classes NG and DG have their own description for each
features separately where as the one in bold is the aggregate
statistical description of the feature for the entire dataset. As



Fig. 3: Framework for Decision System for Gait.

Gait Feature Dataset Statistical Description

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. Coeff. Var. Lower
Quartile

Upper
Quartile

Quartile
Range

(NG) 576.37 808.75 708.57 51.10 7.21 676.50 751.33 74.83

Step Length 479.16 808.75 653.96 81.79 12.50 583.00 722.91 139.91
(DG) 479.16 772.20 599.36 69.34 11.57 560.87 618.57 57.69

(NG) 1163.66 1695.00 1432.49 104.52 7.29 1367.00 1519.50 152.50

Left Stride 958.33 1695.00 1318.65 168.83 12.80 1167.50 1473.75 306.25
(DG) 958.33 1535.50 1204.81 142.07 11.79 1117.50 1453.66 136.16

(NG) 1152.75 1617.50 1422.18 104.00 7.31 1351.33 1508.00 156.66

Right Stride 973.00 1617.50 1313.94 163.50 12.44 1175.33 1451.50 276.16
(DG) 973.00 1557.50 1205.70 138.72 11.50 1121.66 1255.66 134.00

(NG) 0.94 1.79 1.29 0.19 14.74 1.19 1.36 0.16

Speed 0.49 1.79 1.12 0.26 23.41 0.95 1.29 0.33
(DG) 0.49 1.34 0.95 0.20 21.99 0.80 1.13 0.32

(NG) 94.03 140.62 109.34 11.53 10.54 102.85 111.34 8.48

Cadence 62.30 140.62 102.04 15.08 14.77 94.73 109.75 15.01
(DG) 62.30 126.00 94.73 14.70 15.51 86.40 103.84 17.44

TABLE I: Statistical features of the gait dataset.

expected, distracted gait has a lower range of value and higher
standard deviation than normal gait. The chaos for classifica-
tion of gait into distracted and normal lies in the overlapping
middle ranges as the lower extreme of the data contributes
more towards distracted gait while the upper extreme tend to
belong to the normal gait.

The statistical parameters for the dataset were calculated
for the each class and the entire sample separately using the
following:

1) Minimum: min(xi) gives the smallest value in the given
sample.

2) Maximum: max(xi) picks the greatest value in the
sample available.

3) Mean:
∑

(xi)
N provides with the popular measure of

central tendency. It is the arithmetic average of the
sample values.

4) Std.Deviation:
√∑

(xi−Mean)2

N−1 is the measure of spread
in the dataset, given by square rooting its variance.

5) Coeff.Variance: Std.Deviation/Mean is useful to
compare the degree of variation from one dataset series
to another, better known as relative std. deviation.

6) Lower Quartile: (N+1
4 )th term of the data when arranged

in ascending order. It divides the lower half of the data
into two halves.

7) Upper Quartile: ( 3(N+1)
4 )th term of the data when

arranged in ascending order. The upper half of the data



is divided into two.
8) Quartile Range: UpperQuartile−LowerQuartile pro-

vides with the measure of dispersion in the samples.

D. Training and Testing

Human gait is a voluntary process but regulated by central
pattern generator neurons [21]. The gait of an individual is
not constant all the time. Expert systems can assist clinicians
and specialists to cope with the variability of patterns. To avoid
performance of the system from being biased, the testing sam-
ples are different from the training samples. Approximately
30% of the data samples are randomly selected for testing
purposes each time. The training set consists of 204 samples
while 88 are there for testing.

Table II describes the initial training set. The initial training
set then goes through fuzzy rough based instance selection. In
this process, a subset of the instances is chosen for training
purposes. Each instance obtains a fuzzy positive region mem-
bership based on the method described above. Any instance
falling below the threshold, τ is discarded. Storage and time
requirements are reduced. Table IV shows the reduced model
size. The model size reduction is based and varies with the
uniqueness of the data.

Since large variability exists in the gait patterns, it is
important to remove noisy samples which exist and overlap
in the data. Eliminating them will prevent the system from
picking up spurious patterns which lead to misclassification.
The reduced training set consisted of 100 samples. Table III
illustrates the reduced training set. Lower measures in the
mean parameter of spatial features of step and stride were
noticed, whereas temporal features, like speed and cadence,
show rise in values. The spread, variance and range were seen
to increase across all features.

E. Classifiers and Evaluation

A decision table was built with instances construed by their
attributes. Using this table, classifiers are employed to build
a model and try to predict the decisional attribute of any
new instance with conditional attributes fed to the system.
Experiments were conducted over the gait dataset with variety
of classifiers using instance selection. For instance, Bayesian
Network(Bayes Net) which is a probabilistic graphical model,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) that formulates separating
borders and K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) where closest neigh-
bour wins. A leader-follower classifier which learns rapidly:
Fuzzy Lattice Reasoning (FLR), a decision tree learner J48
and Random Forest (RF) which is an ensemble learner also
forms the part of experiment. Table V shows the classification
performance of the classifiers in terms of accuracy and ROC.

Looking at the above results, the reader can notice that
accuracy of Bayes Net and KNN are not affected by instance
selection but there is a slight drop in the ROC in case of KNN.
SVM and FLR see a rise in accuracy as well as the ROC. It is
interesting to observe that J48 and Random forest witness an
increase in overall accuracy but at the same time suffer a drop
in the ROC. Results show that the accuracy of classification is

either retained or increased by adopting an instance selection
method. Over-fitting during training is avoided. The sensitivity
is seen to have improved among classifiers, which serves the
purpose. It is more important for us to accurately detect an
irregular gait than a normal gait because misclassifying a
normal gait is not as critical as a distracted gait.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a decision system for distracted gait
identification by using fuzzy rough instance selection. The
use of fuzzy rough concept helps dealing with vagueness and
incompleteness. It is to consider any gait pattern generation
allowing for a better discrimination between irregular and
normal gait. It is seen from the results that instance selection
helps the system to deal with noisy instances. Computer
aided diagnostic systems are of particular interest to medical
informatics. Automated methods to detect changes in gait will
benefit many medical applications. Future work will focus on
examining instance selection and exploring fuzzy rough based
feature selection and classification techniques for a more ro-
bust and accurate decision system for gait. Our goal is to assess
gait in everyday life to detect distracted gait and prevent falls
as prevention of falls is much more beneficial than detecting
falls. If cases of distracted gait can be automatically identified
by an assistive technology implementing the proposed method,
then health care costs can be cut and the risk of falling reduced.
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